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Augmented reality will transform traditional storytelling.

Benedict Evans (@BenedictEvans)

Magic Leap is one of only a handful of genuine 'holy shit I can't believe I'm seeing this' moments I've had as an adult. Previous was iPhone
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However

Most cultural content today is being communicated in a boring, passive way.

CNN: Why I hate Museums
With outdated delivery methods.
How can we make this better?
Smart audio tours
Not engaging enough!
Heritage is the ultimate source of stories
Romuald’s Path of the Passion

Legends of Piran
Welcome, you who arrived to discover this ancient city. To find your way, follow the thirteen stations: you will find you are never alone in vibrant Škofja Loka.

You will learn that the path through Loka and the Passion is just, both to bishops or knaves. This journey through the Passion will be wrought with doubt-instilling peril. But redemption is yours to find, if only you know how to.

I am ready!
View in augmented reality

What follows is a riddle – a visual quiz where you select the images depicting the Passion.

Answer question

Select the image depicting the Judgement scene.

Solve puzzle

Observe closely and assemble the mask!

Sort images

Make your choice and select the image from the Škoji Loka Passion Play, and discard those which aim to deceive.

Passion play
Mark on image

Task completed
Wrong answer x 10: -30
Correct answer: +50

+20

Continue
Thank you!

Cultural Engagement Platform